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114-101  English 1 
Week 10 Unit 3 (Lesson 3 and 4) 

UUnniitt  33::  LLeessssoonn  33  aanndd  44    
 

VVooccaabbuullaarryy 
Directions: Find parts of speech and definitions (both Thai and English) of the following 
vocabulary. 

 
Vocabulary Part of 

speech  
Definition (English) Definition 

(Thai) 

1. adult  n. 
 

  

2. problem n.  
 

 

3. relationship n.  
 

 

 
Directions: Find the words and Thai definitions of the following English definitions. 
 

Definition (English) Vocabulary Definition 
(Thai) 

4. (v.) to behave towards someone or something in a particular way 
 

t _ _ _ _   

5. (n.) If there is _____ about something, people talk about it, in order 
to reach a decision.  

d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

6. (n.) the amount of money that you spend on something e _ _ _ _ _ _  
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114-101  English 1 
Week 10 Unit 3 (Lesson 3 and 4) 

Reading

 
 
 
Practice: Answer the questions according to the article. 

1. Why does the daughter plan to move back home? 
     = __________________________________________________________________ 

2. Did the parents expect their oldest daughter to return home?  
   = __________________________________________________________________ 

3. Do many adult children return home in the U.S.? 
        = __________________________________________________________________ 

4. Does Mr. Dad think it will be a difficult situation for the daughter? 
= __________________________________________________________________ 
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114-101  English 1 
Week 10 Unit 3 (Lesson 3 and 4) 

Writing 

 
 
 

Practice: Combine these sentences using and or but. 
1. My sister-in-law has long hair. She’s very pretty. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
2. I love rock music. My stepfather doesn’t. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
3. My cousin likes classical music. He loves Italian food. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
4. We look alike. We wear the same clothes. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
5. My sister has long hair. I have short hair. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
6. I wear old clothes. My brother wears new clothes. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
7. My aunt is a writer. She likes to read novels. 
= _________________________________________________________________________ 
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114-101  English 1 
Week 10 Unit 3 (Lesson 3 and 4) 

TOEFL Vocabulary 
1. nasal  (adj.) pertaining to the nose  (เกี่ยวกับจมูก) 
2. epidermis (n.) the outer skin   (หนังก าพร้า, เนื้อเยื่อชั้นนอก) 
3. accumulate (v.) to become greater in quantity (สะสม, พอกพูน) 
4. transparent (adj.) easy to see through  (ที่เห็นได้ชัดเจน) 
5. sediment (n.) matter that settles to a bottom of a liquid (ตะกอน) 

 
Quiz 

Directions: Choose the best answer. 
Use the article “When adult children come home” on page 34 to answer the questions (No.1-3) 
1. Who is the question from? 
 1. a father   2. a mother  3. a daughter  4. Mr. Dad 
2. Which of the following choices is NOT the reason that adult children are moving back home? 
 1. They get divorced.    2. They don’t have jobs.  
 3. They can’t afford housing.   4. They want to depend on their parents. 
3. Which of the following choices is NOT Mr. Brott’s suggestion to the father? 
 1. To discuss chores at home.   2. To try to understand his daughter  

3. To ask his daughter to find a job  4. To not worry too much about his daughter 
4. Mr. O’Neal has two sisters _______ one brother. 

1. and    2. but    3. not   4. no  
5. Mr. Yao likes Chinese pop music, _______ Mr. O’Neal doesn’t. 

1. and    2. but    3. not   4. no  
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